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Executive Summary
This report describes the results of an evaluation of the Literacy and Numeracy Digital
Evidence Tool (LiNDET).
Background and overview
To support an education-sector-wide focus on literacy and numeracy, NZQA has been
investigating whether a single digital assessment can form the basis for a teacher judgment
on whether a student has achieved literacy or numeracy unit standards that also count
towards NCEA. As part of this project, NZQA worked with the New Zealand Council for
Educational Research (NZCER) to conduct a Pilot of LiNDET in April 2017.
The Pilot aligns with both NZQA’s strategic focus on the availability of digital assessment
(where appropriate) and the Ministry of Education’s Strengthening the alignment of literacy
and numeracy work programme. The Pilot also seeks to increase consistency of assessor
decisions and assessor workload for the literacy and numeracy standards.
LiNDET consists of two separate online assessments, one for literacy and one for numeracy,
that can generate evidence to be used towards the award of:
•
•

standard 26623v4 (Appendix 1) (Use number to solve problems), and
standard 26624v4 (Appendix 2) (Read texts with understanding).

The standards were reviewed to allow the gathering of digital evidence via LiNDET as
assessment against them was previously restricted to naturally occurring evidence. 1 The
outcome of this Pilot will inform any future exploration of digital evidence gathering for other
literacy and numeracy standards.
LiNDET was benchmarked against the Tertiary Education Commission’s (TEC) Literacy and
Numeracy Adult Assessment Tool (LNAAT). Both tools are tied together by the Learning
Progressions for Adult Numeracy/Literacy. Items from LNAAT were used in the construction
of the item bank for LiNDET.
The Pilot followed a Trial of the tool in October 2016, which was used to validate the literacy
and numeracy items and carry out some initial user testing.
Scope of the Pilot
The Pilot was run from 23 March – 5 May 2017. An invitation to take part in the Pilot was
distributed to those who had previously reported credit for the standards, resulting in 46
education organisations taking part. This included:
•
•
•

1

30 schools
15 private training establishments
2 polytechnics

In accordance with the conditions in the standards, assessment of the literacy and numeracy unit
standards is based on the collection of naturally occurring evidence over a period of time. Naturally
occurring evidence must be derived from activities within a learning programme and/or from a
candidate’s actual work performance and/or everyday life. Teachers/tutors then make a holistic
judgement of that assessment evidence and either award the standard or not.
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Methodology
The evaluation is focused on pre-established measures of improvements in time savings,
and the reliability and consistency of learner outcomes and assessor judgements. The
validity of the assessment items is also considered.
Information for the evaluation was gathered from:
•
•
•
•
•
•

survey responses from assessors,
comparison of learner outcomes with scores from the TEC’s LNAAT,
historical moderation data across all participant organisations,
evaluation of final assessor judgements by NZQA moderators,
data from a 2016 Trial of LiNDET, and
the standard setting process used for item development/confirmation, including
psychometric analysis of the Pilot data.

Main findings and results
SMART2 benefits set by the project management team were used to measure the success of
the Pilot.
Time savings
The targets in the evaluation rubric for the time taken using LiNDET compared to naturally
occurring evidence were exceeded for all aspects.
The targets in the evaluation rubric for the time taken using LiNDET and supplementary
evidence compared to naturally occurring evidence were exceeded for all aspects except
collecting learner evidence.
The savings in time were more substantial when only the LiNDET tool was used to make
judgements compared to when LiNDET and supplementary evidence were used to make
judgements.
Reliability and consistency
The alignment of LiNDET outcomes with LNAAT scores was good but did not meet the
evaluation rubric target of 80% agreement between learner grades generated by LiNDET
and their most recent LNAAT result.
The level of agreement between assessor judgements and evaluation judgements of
moderators who looked at the evidence samples provided exceeded the evaluation rubric
target of 85% for both standards 26623 and 26624 and was greater than historical figures.
Validity
The items in the item bank were confirmed as valid and fit for purpose through evaluation of
items during development and a cut score meeting for each unit standard.
Conclusions and recommendations
The results of the Pilot indicate that the identified benefits have largely been realised and
there is sufficient evidence to recommend that LiNDET be investigated further.
2

The benefits were formulated using the following SMART criteria: specific, measurable, achievable,
relevant, and time-bound.
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The proposed steps for further investigation include:
1.

Making the technical changes recommended at the evaluation meeting in May 2017:
• Revise the assessment algorithm for the numeracy platform so that more items for
fractions and percentages are administered.
• Rewrite the question descriptors for the literacy report to match the evidence
requirements of the standard.
• Further develop the literacy report and question descriptors so that it is clear
whether the evidence requirement that implicit ideas have been summarised has
been met or not.
• Correct minor errors in the question descriptors on the numeracy report.

2.

Gathering further data, including demographics for learners, assessors and providers,
so that more definitive and generalisable conclusions can be drawn about the usability
of LiNDET for learners and assessors.

3.

Gathering further data to confirm the ability of LiNDET to contribute to improving
assessor judgements and the extent to which results from LiNDET are consistent with
those from LNAAT.
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Background and overview
In April and May 2017, NZQA piloted the Literacy and Numeracy Digital Evidence Tool
(LiNDET). This happened in the context of a wider education sector focus on increasing
learners’ levels of literacy and numeracy.
The intention of the Pilot was to provide information on the effectiveness (validity and
usability for assessors) and scalability of online assessment for the literacy and numeracy
unit standards. The information gained from this Pilot will inform any decision to proceed with
implementing a fit-for-purpose online tool for assessment towards the National Certificate of
Educational Achievement (NCEA) literacy and numeracy requirement. This aligns with both
government and NZQA priorities of a learner-centric digital future.

Reasons for the Pilot
Alignment with NZQA strategic direction
The Pilot sits within NZQA’s Digital Assessment Transformation programme of work. This
programme is intended to modernise and digitise a number of the NCEA assessment
functions that NZQA administers and will provide NZQA with systems that are fit-forpurpose. New technologies will allow NZQA to deliver a new end-to-end process for
undertaking assessments online, moving to on-demand, anywhere and anytime.
Alignment with Ministry of Education strategic direction
This work is linked to the Ministry of Education’s Strengthening the alignment of literacy and
numeracy work programme, which is seeking to address:
•
•
•

identified variability in system performance in literacy and numeracy,
some issues relating to the way expectations for learner learning and achievement
are expressed, and
the validity of tools for assessing learner achievement in relation to these
expectations.

Assessor consistency and workload
The initial strategic case for LiNDET was also to increase consistency of assessor
judgements against the standards (inter-marker reliability) and by feedback to NZQA
regarding teacher/tutor workload involved in the internal assessment of the standards.

The design of LiNDET
The Pilot uses a single online assessment for numeracy and a second one for literacy, which
can be used to generate evidence towards two unit standards. The online assessments are
referred to as the NZQA Literacy and Numeracy Digital Evidence Tool, or LiNDET. LiNDET
has been designed to provide robust and reliable information on the reading and numeracy
skills of learners. It is delivered on the New Zealand Centre for Educational Research
(NZCER’s) online assessment platform.
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Both online assessments contain items covering a range of contexts. These are being used
to establish whether literacy and numeracy can be assessed in a single digital assessment
as well as whether the unit standards (all internally assessed) can be validly assessed
through an online tool.

The standards
The two standards in this Pilot3, 26623 (Use number to solve problems) and 26624 (Read
texts with understanding), have been selected as they most easily lend themselves to digital
evidence gathering.
The understanding that is developed through this Pilot may allow NZQA to explore ways of
digitally gathering assessment evidence for the other literacy and numeracy unit standards.
This includes those that involve speaking, pieces of writing, measurement, or statistics.

Standards review
The use of LiNDET necessitated revision of the standards so evidence collected online could
be accepted. The reviewed standards were published on the NZQA Directory of Assessment
Standards on 14 June 2017.

Link to the Learning Progressions and the Literacy and Numeracy
Adult Assessment Tool (LNAAT)
For standard 22623, the evidence requirements are aligned against koru/step 5 on the Make
sense of number to solve problems strand of the Learning Progressions for Adult Numeracy.
For standard 22624, the evidence requirements are aligned against koru/step 4 on the Read
with Understanding strand of the Learning Progressions for Adult Literacy.
The Learning Progressions4 provide a framework that shows what adult learners can do at
successive points as they develop their expertise in numeracy/literacy learning. The
progressions are neither a curriculum nor a teaching and learning programme. They are not,
as they stand, an assessment tool, and they are not a set of teaching and learning activities.
Rather, teachers and managers of foundation-level adult numeracy/literacy learners are
invited to use the progressions as a basis for developing or adapting their own curricula,
programmes, assessment tools and teaching and learning activities. Each progression is
divided into steps towards expertise in that progression.
LNAAT is an online adaptive tool that provides robust and reliable information on the
reading, writing and numeracy skills of adults. LNAAT provides reading, writing, vocabulary,
listening, and numeracy assessments linked to the learning progressions and reporting of
results for learners, educators, organisations and the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC).
The result of an assessment for a learner is mapped onto the steps of the relevant learning
progression.

3
4
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See Appendices 1 and 2 for the standards themselves.
Available at http://www.literacyandnumeracyforadults.com/.
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Trial
The Pilot followed a Trial (which is reported on in Appendix 4), held between 10-26 October
2016. The Trial was used to initiate a validation exercise for the items in the item bank and to
test the user friendliness of the online interface for assessors and learners.
During the Trial, 522 learners from 41 education organisations completed the assessment
for standard 26624 (reading); and 760 learners from 60 education organisations completed
the assessment for standard 26623 (number).

Numbers of participant
education organisations
for standard 26624

20

Secondary
schools

21

Tertiary
providers

Numbers of participant
education organisations
for standard 26623
Secondary
schools

24
36

Tertiary
providers

Based on user feedback, key recommendations resulting from the Trial were:
a. Identify whether there are any demographic factors related to students who did not
find the assessment items interesting;
b. Allow students to use their own calculator;
c. Fix minor technical glitches with pop-up boxes and scrolling;
d. Consider reworking assessments to one item per page;
e. Consider allowing students to scroll back and review answers;
f. Review items identified by students as confusing;
g. Consider including a progress bar, if feasible;
h. Consider improving authenticity through disabling capability to open new tabs in the
browser.
Recommendations a-g were considered and addressed as required prior to running the Pilot.
Recommendation h was retained for further development work.
Post-Trial cut score meetings were run in conjunction with sector experts. This resulted in
the rewriting of 25 numeracy items and the development of 17 new ones in order to properly
represent standard 26623. The new and updated items were seeded into the numeracy item
bank during the Pilot with provisional, estimated calibrations.
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Scope of the Pilot
The Pilot encompassed online evidence gathering for two unit standards:
•
•

26623 – Use number to solve problems
26624 – Read texts with understanding

These standards are used by secondary schools, polytechnics, private training
establishments and industry training organisations. Learners are assessed against the
standards and are awarded credits towards the relevant standard and potentially towards
NCEA. The existing method of collecting evidence for these standards is to collect naturally
occurring evidence5 over a defined period.
The Trial investigated an option for collecting evidence from an online assessment. During
the Pilot, a second option was also added, of collecting supplementary naturally occurring
evidence when LiNDET provides borderline evidence for the award of the standard.

Pilot participation
All education organisations who use (report credit against) these standards were invited to
take part in the Pilot. A total of 47 organisations participated.
Secondary schools
There were 30 secondary schools that took part. Demographics for region, decile and roll of
participating schools are provided in these tables:

5

Region

Schools

Decile

Schools

Roll

Schools

Auckland

5

1

3

0-500

6

Bay of Plenty

3

2

0

501-1000

12

Canterbury

3

3

5

1001-1500

17

Distance Learning

1

4

2

1501 +

5

Gisborne

2

5

2

Manawatu

1

6

7

Marlborough

1

7

3

Nelson

1

8

4

Northland

2

9

3

Otago

2

10

1

Taranaki

3

Waikato

4

Wellington

1

West Coast

1

In accordance with the conditions in the standards, assessment of the literacy and numeracy unit
standards is based on the collection of naturally occurring evidence over a period of time. Naturally
occurring evidence must be derived from activities within a learning programme and/or from a
candidate’s actual work performance and/or everyday life. Teachers/tutors then make a holistic
judgement of that assessment evidence and either award the standard or not.
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Private training establishments
There were 15 private training establishments that took part. Of these, six were from the
Auckland region and one each from Bay of Plenty, Canterbury, Christchurch, Gisborne,
Otago, Southland, Taranaki, Waikato and Wellington regions.
Polytechnics
There were two (2) polytechnics that took part; these were from Waikato and Wellington
regions.
Numbers of learners
From the 47 education organisations that participated:
•
•

44 volunteered to Pilot standard 26623 with 1525 learners involved.
32 volunteered to Pilot standard 26624 with 1032 learners involved.

Organisations did not always take part in the Pilot for both standards.

Pilot timeframes
The Pilot was originally scheduled to run for three weeks (23 March – 13 April 2017). Due to
end of term pressures for schools and the impact of adverse weather events on many of the
participant organisations in both secondary and tertiary, the closing date for the Pilot was
extended until 5 May.
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Methodology
Sample
A self-selected sample of 30 secondary schools, 15 private training establishments and 2
polytechnics provided data for the evaluation.

Evaluation rubric for the SMART measures
The SMART measures6 used to evaluate the benefits of the project were developed by the
project team based on the original benefits identified in the business case. They were refined
over the course of the Pilot with input from moderators, the project governance board and a
member of the Statistics Department of Auckland University.
The measures were noted at a governance board meeting.
Table 1 – Evaluation rubric
High Level
Objectives

SMART Benefits

TIME SAVINGS
Teachers’/Tutors’
time reduction

RELIABILITY AND
CONSISTENCY

6

See Appendix 3

11

•

75% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time to collect sufficient
evidence using the LiNDET tool in comparison to just using naturally occurring
evidence.

•

50% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time to collect sufficient
evidence using the LiNDET tool and supplementary evidence in comparison to just
using naturally occurring evidence.

•

75% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time make assessment
decisions using the LiNDET tool in comparison to just using naturally occurring
evidence.

•

50% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time to make
assessment decisions using the LiNDET tool and supplementary evidence in
comparison to just using naturally occurring evidence.

•

75% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time in administrative
activity associated with internal moderation using the LiNDET tool in comparison to
just using naturally occurring evidence.

•

50% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time to in administrative
activity associated with internal moderation using the LiNDET tool and
supplementary evidence in comparison to just using naturally occurring evidence.

•

75% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time in administrative
activity associated with external moderation using the LiNDET tool in comparison
to just using naturally occurring evidence.

•

50% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time to in administrative
activity associated with external moderation using the LiNDET tool and
supplementary evidence in comparison to just using naturally occurring evidence.
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Assessment score
consistent with
ALNAT score

•
•

There is a strong relationship between the ALNAT scale and LiNDET scale scores
There is an 80% agreement rate between learner grades generated by LiNDET
and their most recent ALNAT STEP grade

Assessor
judgements
consistent with the
standard

•

At least 85% of assessor judgements made using evidence from the LiNDET and
submitted for evaluation purposes during the Pilot are agreed with by moderators,
and
The agreement rate from the Pilot is greater than the historical agreement rate.

•

VALIDITY
Construct of online
assessment items

•

Item construction process ensures that 100% of the online assessment items are
valid and fit-for-purpose

e-Survey
An online survey was used to collect data about the time savings for assessors. The survey
was designed to collect the relevant data for each of the SMART benefits (Questions 1 –
13). The survey also sought information about other aspects of the process (Questions 14
onwards). The data from the latter (except for questions 22 and 23) were not analysed for
this evaluation as they are not relevant to the SMART benefits.
The survey was developed by the project team with input from the project governance board
and evaluated by a data analysis expert. It was then trialled with four participant
organisations that had used the tool with learners early on. They then provided some
feedback on the questions. The final survey was conducted online via Survey Monkey.
All education organisations who took part in the Pilot were invited to ask their assessors to
complete the survey, 40 did so. The survey was anonymous in that neither the assessor nor
the organisation could be identified.
All participant organisations were notified that the survey was available on 6 April and it
remained open until 17 May. A reminder was sent on 12 May. At least one further reminder
was sent.
The quantitative data from questions 1 to 13 was used to create pivot tables which counted
the number of respondents who select each of the choices for the questions. These pivot
tables were then used to calculate percentages to establish whether the SMART targets had
been met.
The qualitative responses to questions 22 and 23 were coded to select responses that
provided supporting evidence (or the contrary) for these targets. Only two responses were
relevant, both positive.
Appendix 5 provides a full list of the survey questions.

Collection of LNAAT and LiNDET data
All participant organisations were invited to provide data from LNAAT as well as data from
LiNDET.
Standard 26623 (Numeracy) – Respondent organisations submitted data for 68 learners who
gained a LiNDET outcome who also had a recent (with two months of sitting the LiNDET
assessment) LNAAT step outcome for numeracy.
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Standard 26624 (Literacy) – Respondent organisations submitted data for 70 learners who
gained a LiNDET outcome who also had a recent (with two months of sitting the LiNDET
assessment) LNAAT step outcome for literacy.
Pivot tables were created from this data for each standard to count the number of students
who gained all possible relevant pairings of LiNDET outcomes and LNAAT steps. These
pivot tables were used to calculate percentages to establish whether each SMART target
had been met.

Historical moderation data
Historical moderation data for the organisations in the Pilot was collected from NZQA for
2015 and 2016. (Appendix 6)
Part of the quality assurance of assessor judgements against unit standards is the
moderation of assessor judgements by NZQA moderators. Each year, education
organisations are selected for moderation. Typically, these organisations select three or four
portfolios of learner evidence for moderation. NZQA may request portfolios for moderation
from organisations over and above the random selection. NZQA moderation confirms, or
otherwise, the assessor judgements and reports back to the organisation.

Evaluation of assessor judgements from the Pilot
Assessment judgements were submitted by 8 schools and 8 tertiary providers for the
evaluation process for standard 26624 (Literacy).
Assessment judgements were submitted by 19 schools, 2 independent training organisations
and 10 tertiary providers for the evaluation process for standard 26623 (Numeracy).
The assessor judgements for both the blended (LiNDET and supplementary evidence) and
solely from online (LiNDET) process were evaluated and an agreement rate calculated for
these judgements. This evaluation took place in Wellington on 22 and 23 May 2017. Three
NZQA moderators were used for standard 26623 and two NZQA moderators for standard
26624.
The agreement rates from this process were compared with the agreement percentages
from the historical moderation data across all participant organisations.

NZCER reports, Trial evaluation and notes from the evaluation
process
NZCER (who constructed LiNDET) submitted two reports: Standard setting report NZQA
Numeracy (Appendix 7), and Standard setting report NZQA Literacy (Appendix 8). These
reports, together with the evaluation of the LiNDET Trial, were used as evidence in
assessing whether 100% of the item bank items were valid and fit-for-purpose. They were
supported by further evidence gained from the evaluation process on 22 and 23 May 2017.
NZCER submitted a third report, Psychometric analysis of the LiNDET Pilot data (Appendix
9), which was used as supporting evidence about the reliability of the LiNDET outcomes.
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Main findings
The Literacy and Numeracy Digital Assessment Evaluation Scope and Benefit mapping
(Appendix 3) contains the SMART7 benefits which were set by the project management
team and used to measure the success of the Pilot.

Time savings
Four aspects of time savings were measured.
1. Collecting learner evidence
2. Making assessment judgements
3. Internal moderation process
4. External moderation processes
The targets in the evaluation rubric for the time taken using LiNDET compared to naturally
occurring evidence were exceeded for all aspects.
The targets in the evaluation rubric for the time taken using LiNDET and supplementary
evidence compared to naturally occurring evidence were exceeded for all aspects except
collecting learner evidence.
The savings in time were more substantial when only the LiNDET tool was used to make
judgements compared to when LiNDET and supplementary evidence were used to make
judgements.
Outcomes
The first target in the evaluation rubric for each aspect was that 75% of assessors would
report they took the same or less time when using LiNDET compared to naturally occurring
evidence.
The percentages that respondents reported taking the same time or less were:
1. 92.3% for collecting learner evidence
2. 92.3% for making assessment judgements
3. 100% for internal moderation processes
4. 100% for external moderation processes
The second target in the evaluation rubric for each aspect was that 50% of assessors would
report they took the same or less time when using LiNDET and supplementary evidence
compared to naturally occurring evidence.

7

The benefits were formulated using the following SMART criteria: specific, measurable, achievable,
relevant, and time-bound.
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The percentages that respondents reported taking the same time or less were:
1. Survey respondents did not provide data for collecting learner evidence
2. 84.6% for making assessment judgements
3. 90% for internal moderation processes
4. 93.3% for external moderation processes

Reliability and consistency
The alignment of LiNDET outcomes with LNAAT scores was good but did not achieve the
target of an 80% agreement rate between learner grades generated by LiNDET and their
most recent LNAAT result.
The discrepancies are to be expected because of ‘noise’ in the data. This noise occurs
because the two tools are attempting to measure different things and because they also
cover different subsets of the mathematical content of the Learning Progressions.
There was insufficient data to consider the evaluation rubric target about the relationship
between the LNAAT scale and the LiNDET scale scores.
A comparison of historical moderation agreement rates for all participant organisations
suggests that the LiNDET tool could improve agreement rates.
The level of agreement between assessor judgements and evaluation judgements of
moderators who looked at the evidence samples provided exceeded the evaluation rubric
target of 85% for both standards 26623 and 26624 and was greater than historical figures.
Outcomes
•
•
•
•
•

58.8% of LiNDET results were in exact alignment with LNAAT scores for standard
26623.
54.2% of LiNDET results were in exact alignment with LNAAT scores for standard
26624.
A post-Pilot report from NZCER confirmed the reliability of student outcomes from
LiNDET (Appendix 4).
The agreement rate for standard 26623 was 96.3%.
The agreement rate for standard 26624 was 93.8%.

Validity
The items were confirmed as valid and fit for purpose through evaluation of items during
development and a cut score meeting for each unit standard. Confirmation that this target
was met was confirmed by NZQA, NZCER and subject experts during the development of
the items and the cut score meetings.
Outcome
•

15

The evaluation rubric target that 100% of the online assessment items are valid and
fit for purpose was met.
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Results
Time savings
Evidence about the average time taken per learner for four separate workload activities was
collected from the online survey:
•
•
•
•

collection of learner evidence
making assessor judgements
preparing and completing internal moderation
preparing for external moderation.

Overall, respondents reported that the use of LiNDET had reduced the time taken for all four
processes compared to using naturally occurring evidence. There was less evidence of a
reduction in time when using LiNDET and supplementary evidence. This is to be expected
given that this requires an analysis of the LiNDET report to decide what supplementary
evidence is required.
The Pilot had set targets for each of these workload activities. The target for all four was that
75% of assessors would report the same time or a reduction of time taken when using
LiNDET on its own. The target was 50% when using LiNDET and supplementary evidence.
Seven of these targets were met.
The survey provided no evidence for the eighth target, a report of the same time or a
reduction of time for collecting evidence taken when using LiNDET and supplementary
evidence. It is likely that no evidence for this was provided because the timing of the survey
meant that the response was sought before the process had been completed by assessors.
Pivot tables of answers to survey questions 1 to 13
Blue cells correspond to respondents who reported the same time interval for the process
using LiNDET compared to a blended process or naturally occurring evidence. Green cells
correspond to respondents who reported less time for the process using LiNDET compared
to a blended process or naturally occurring evidence.
Not all respondents provided a response to all of questions 1 to 13. The total in the bottom
right hand corner of each pivot table represents the number of respondents who answered
both of the relevant questions.
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Collection of learner evidence
Question 10 and Question 1
Table 2 – Collecting evidence using LiNDET v collecting naturally occurring evidence

Naturally occurring evidence
LiNDET
0–15 minutes

0–15
minutes

15–45
minutes

1

4

45–90
minutes

More than 90
minutes

Total

4

9

8

8

15–45 minutes
45–90 minutes

1

4

5

More than 90
minutes

2

2

4

3

18

26

Grand Total

1

4

•

24 out of 26 (92.3%) respondents reported that, on average, collection of evidence
took the same time or less using LiNDET compared to using naturally occurring
evidence.

•

20 out of 26 (76.9%) respondents reported that, on average, collection of evidence
took less time using LiNDET compared to using naturally occurring evidence.

Making assessment judgements
Question 11 and Question 2
Table 3 – Making assessment judgements using LiNDET v using naturally occurring evidence

Naturally occurring evidence
LiNDET
0–30 minutes

0–30
minutes

30–60
minutes

60–120
minutes

More than
120 minutes

Total

6

7

5

1

19

30–60 minutes

2

60–120 minutes
More than 120
minutes
Total

17

2
2

1

3

2
6

9

9

2
2

26

•

24 out of 26 (92.3%) respondents reported that, on average, making assessment
judgements took the same time or less using LiNDET compared to using naturally
occurring evidence.

•

14 out of 26 (53.8%) respondents reported that, on average, making assessment
judgements took less time using LiNDET compared to using naturally occurring
evidence.
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Question 7 and Question 2
Table 4 – Making assessment judgements using LiNDET and supplementary evidence v using naturally occurring
evidence

Naturally occurring evidence
LiNDET and
supplementary
evidence

0–30 minutes

30–60
minutes

60–120
minutes

0–30 minutes

6

4

3

13

30–60 minutes

1

3

2

6

1

1

60–120 minutes
More than 120
minutes
Grand Total

2
9

8

6

More than
120 minutes

Total

2

4

1

3

3

26

•

22 out of 26 (84.6%) respondents reported that, on average, making assessment
judgements took the same time or less using LiNDET compared to using LiNDET
and supplementary evidence.

•

11 out of 26 (42.3%) respondents reported that, on average, making assessment
judgements took less time using LiNDET compared to using LiNDET and
supplementary evidence.

Internal moderation processes
Question 12 and Question 3
Table 5 – Internal moderation using LiNDET v using naturally occurring evidence.

LiNDET
0–1 hour
1–2 hours
2–3 hours
More than 3
hours
Total

0–1 hour
9

9

Naturally occurring evidence
1–2 hours
2–3 hours
More than 3
hours
5
3
2
1
2
1
1

6

6

Total
19
3
2

1

1

4

25

•

25 out of 25 (100%) respondents reported that, on average, internal moderation
processes took the same time or less using LiNDET compared to using naturally
occurring evidence.

•

13 out of 25 (52.0%) respondents reported that, on average, internal moderation
processes took less time using LiNDET compared to using naturally occurring
evidence.
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Question 8 and Question 3
Table 6 – Internal moderation using LiNDET and supplementary evidence v using naturally occurring evidence

Naturally occurring evidence
LiNDET &
supplementary
evidence
0–1 hour
1–2 hours

0–1 hour

1–2 hours

2–3 hours

More than 3
hours

Total

9

6

2

1

18

1

1

2

1

5

1

2

1

4

1

2

3

7

5

30

2–3 hours
More than 3
hours
Total

10

8

•

27 out of 30 (90.0%) respondents reported that, on average, internal moderation
processes took the same time or less using LiNDET and supplementary evidence
compared to using naturally occurring evidence.

•

13 out of 30 (43.3%) respondents reported that, on average internal moderation
processes took less time using LiNDET and supplementary evidence compared to
using LiNDET and naturally occurring evidence.

External moderation processes
Question 13 and Question 4
Table 7 – External moderation using LiNDET v using naturally occurring evidence

Naturally occurring evidence
LiNDET

0–15 minutes

15–30
minutes

30–45
minutes

More than 45
minutes

Total

1

3

3

4

11

15–30 minutes

2

4

6

30–45 minutes

1

2

3

8

8

18

28

0–15 minutes

More than 45
minutes
Total

19

1

3

6

•

28 out of 28 (100%) respondents reported that, on average, external moderation
processes took the same time or less using LiNDET compared to using naturally
occurring evidence.

•

18 out of 28 (64.3%) respondents reported that, on average, external moderation
processes took less time using LiNDET compared to using naturally occurring
evidence.
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Question 9 and Question 4
Table 8 – External moderation using LiNDET and supplementary evidence v using naturally occurring evidence

Naturally occurring evidence
LiNDET and
supplementary
evidence

0–15 minutes

15–30
minutes

0–15 minutes
15–30 minutes

1

30–45 minutes

1

3

30–45
minutes

More than 45
minutes

Total

2

2

4

2

5

11

2

2

5

10

10

19

30

More than 45
minutes
Total

2

3

6

•

28 out of 30 (93.3%) respondents reported that, on average, external moderation
processes took the same time or less using LiNDET and supplementary evidence
compared to using naturally occurring evidence.

•

13 out of 30 (43.3%) respondents reported that, on average external moderation
processes took less time using LiNDET and supplementary evidence compared to
using naturally occurring evidence.

Only two responses from the open-ended questions (22 – 24) in the online survey provide
supporting evidence for time savings. None provided conflicting evidence.
•

One respondent said: “It takes about an hour to complete vs three or so hours that
our usual assessing might take.”

•

A second respondent said: “Its ease of use and reducing the workload associated
with collecting and collating evidence.”

Limitations of the survey
The number of respondents to the survey was small. In light of this, the findings are likely to
be indicative. The survey could also have been more clearly linked to the defined SMART
targets. In particular:
•
•
•
•

some of the survey questions combined the two standards
the responses to questions 14 (except for 22 and 23) onwards were not related to the
targets in the evaluation rubric and were not analysed for this report.
The lack of analysis of the survey data against demographic data. Demographic data
was not sought by the survey responses.
The small size of the sample of work for each standard. A demographic analysis of
this data was considered, but the small sample size meant the demographic
breakdown would have resulted in samples that were too small to be useful.
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Reliability and consistency
Learner scores from LiNDET are in alignment with relevant scores from LNAAT. Alignment is
important because both LNAAT and LiNDET are derived from the Adult Learning
Progressions for Adult Literacy/Numeracy. LNAAT is an established and robust tool that
places learners on a step of the Learning Progressions. LiNDET is a new tool which is
designed to provide reliable and valid evidence for the two unit standards. The criteria for
these unit standards are derived from the Learning Progressions so there is a clear link
between the two digital tools.
Standard 26623 (Numeracy)
A LiNDET outcome of Weak should align with LNAAT steps of S4 and below.
A LiNDET outcome of Strong should align with LNAAT steps S5 and S6.
50% of LiNDET outcomes of Borderline should be S5 and above.
50% of LiNDET outcomes of Borderline should be S4 and below.
A self-selected sample of organisations in the Pilot provided a LNAAT step and a LiNDET
outcome for 68 learners for this standard.
Table 9 – Alignment between LiNDET and LNAAT - Numeracy

LiNDET/LNAAT
Weak

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

2

5

10

5

3

25

4

8

1

13

2

4

3

12

9

30

7

18

16

16

9

68

Borderline
Strong
Total

2

S6

Total

The agreement between LiNDET and LNAAT for Strong was 70%. Of the 30 LiNDET Strong
outcomes, the LNAAT tool would have predicted 21 outcomes as Strong.
The agreement between LiNDET and LNAAT for Weak was 88%. Of the 25 LiNDET Weak
outcomes, the LNAAT tool would have predicted 22 outcomes as Weak.
Of the LiNDET Borderline outcomes, 93% (12 out of 13) were at Step 4 and below whilst 7%
(1 out of 13) were at Step 5 and above.
Standard 26624 (Literacy)
A LiNDET outcome of “Weak” should align with LNAAT steps of S3 and below.
A LiNDET outcome of “Strong” should align with LNAAT steps S4 and above.
50% of LiNDET outcomes of “Borderline” should be S4 and above.
50% of LiNDET outcomes of “Borderline” should be S3 and below.
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A self-selected sample of organisations in the Pilot provided a LNAAT step and a LiNDET
result for 70 learners for this standard.
Table 10 – Alignment between LiNDET and LNAAT - Literacy

LiNDET/LNAAT

S1

S2

S3

S4

5

8

9

5

27

Borderline

4

7

6

17

Strong

1

9

14

1

1

26

13

25

25

1

1

70

Weak

Total

5

S5

S6

Total

The agreement between LiNDET and LNAAT for Strong was 62%. Of the 26 LiNDET Strong
outcomes, the LNAAT tool would have predicted 16 outcomes as Strong.
The agreement between LiNDET and LNAAT for Weak was 82%. Of the 27 LiNDET Weak
outcomes, the LNAAT tool would have predicted 22 outcomes as Weak.
Of the LiNDET Borderline outcomes, 65% (11 out of 17) were at Step 3 and below whilst
35% (6 out of 17) were at Step 4 and above.
Overall alignment of results
The target of 80% agreement rates between the outcomes for LiNDET and LNAAT provided
by respondent organisations for both standards was not met. In hindsight, this is to be
expected for several reasons:
•

•

•

LNAAT is a diagnostic and formative assessment digital tool. It helps assessors to
place learners on the steps of the Learning Progressions. LiNDET, on the other
hand, is a summative assessment digital tool which enables assessors to make
judgements about learner outcomes against the unit standards.
The assessment items for LNAAT cover a wider range of numeracy/literacy skills
than those required for standard 26624 and standard 26623. So, while the two online
tools are aligned the difference in the coverage of the respective skills means that the
alignment will never be exact.
The LNAAT outcome could have come from an assessment taken up to two months
prior to using LiNDET. Teaching and learning will have occurred in the intervening
period and this could result in movement along the steps by the learner.

However, it is to be expected that a learner who gains a Strong LiNDET outcome will have
been placed on a high step on LNAAT. The reverse is not so.
The result is that the alignment of data for LNAAT and LiNDET from the Pilot is in line with
expectations and provides satisfactory evidence of the reliability of LiNDET.
Evaluation of assessor judgements by NZQA
Historical data
Of the 44 organisations who took part in the Pilot for standard 26623 (Numeracy), materials
from 24 were moderated in either 2015 or 2016. Four organisations submitted materials in
both 2015 and 2016. For these organisations, the moderation results for 2016 only were
included in calculations. The agreement rate between NZQA and the assessors was 78.8%
for the combined period of 2015 and 2016.
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Of the 32 organisations who took part in the Pilot for standard 26624 (Literacy), materials
from 20 were moderated in 2015 and 2016. Four organisations submitted materials in both
2015 and 2016. For these organisations, the moderation results for 2016 only were included
in calculations. The historical agreement rate between NZQA and the assessors was 64.3%
for the combined period of 2015 and 2016.
Evaluation process May 2017
An evaluation process was carried out at a two-day meeting in May 2017. The purpose of
this process was to evaluate the decisions made by assessors who had used LiNDET, or
LiNDET and supplementary evidence to make judgements. All participant organisations
were asked to submit samples of evidence for evaluation.
Respondent organisations submitted evidence for 127 learners for standard 26623 and for
66 learners for standard 26624. These were evaluated by a panel of NZQA moderators.
For the purposes of the Pilot, evidence could be presented in three ways:
1.
2.

A LiNDET outcome of Strong. In this case assessors would award an outcome of
Achieved and moderators would automatically agree with the assessor decision.
A LiNDET outcome of Weak. In this case assessors would award an outcome of Not
Achieved and moderators would automatically agree with the assessor decision.

Agreement is automatic for these outcomes because the moderation panels are confident
that the items in the item banks are at the appropriate level and that LiNDET outcomes are
valid. This is not always the case for evidence submitted in a portfolio of naturally occurring
evidence.
3.

A LiNDET outcome of Borderline. In this case assessors can submit supplementary
evidence that is used to award an outcome of Achieved or Not Achieved.
a. The moderator could agree with the judgement.
b. The moderator could disagree with the judgement.
c. The moderator could decide it was not possible to moderate because the
supplementary evidence was not present or was incomplete.

The calculation for the agreement rate for the evaluation process includes all judgements
submitted for evaluation except where the moderator could not evaluate the learner
evidence.
Evaluation results
For standard 26623 (numeracy) the moderators could not evaluate the learner evidence
from the Pilot for 20 learners. Of the remaining 107 pieces of learner evidence, the
moderators agreed with 103. The agreement rate with assessor judgements from
respondent organisations was 96.3%.
For standard 26624 (literacy) the moderators could not evaluate the learner evidence from
the Pilot for 18 learners. Of the remaining 48 pieces of learner evidence, the moderators
agreed with 45. The agreement rate with assessor judgements from respondent
organisations was 93.8%.
Both these agreement rates are well in excess of the target of 80%. These agreement
percentages are also much greater than the historical agreement percentages across all
moderated participant organisations of 78.8% and 64.3% respectively.
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It should be noted that, because these judgements were made during a Pilot, assessors
might have paid additional attention to their judgements compared to normal. This could
have inflated the percentages in the Pilot.
Psychometric analysis of the LiNDET Pilot data
NZCER carried out an analysis of the numeracy and literacy data collected during the Pilot
of the LiNDET tool. A Rasch Measurement scale for each assessment was constructed
using the WINSTEPS software. A fit analysis, involving both statistical and graphical fit
indicators was used to check that items were fitting the Rasch measurement models within
required tolerances. Overall, both sets of items showed strong fit to the model. This indicates
that each set of items can be regarded as indicating achievement on a single underlying
construct that can be described in terms of a developmental continuum and measured on an
interval scale.
Reliability coefficients related to the learners’ scores on each of the measurement scales
were also calculated using the WINSTEPS software. For standard 26624 (literacy) the
reliability coefficient was 0.88. For standard 26623 (numeracy) it was 0.92. Both of these are
very satisfactory and indicate that the assessments produce reliable estimates of where
learners are located on the scales.

Validity
The New Zealand Centre for Educational Research (NZCER) was contracted to create the
bank of items for both unit standards, to develop the online platform used by learners, and to
develop an algorithm within this platform that generated a learner outcome.
NZCER are experienced in the survey and assessment area and have a good reputation in
the sector for assessment design and development. They have previous experience with
similar online platforms, in particular the item development, IT development, and
psychometric analysis for the LNAAT.
Staff working on the platform and item design and cut score processes included those with
psychometric and statistical credentials. This included expertise in sample construction, item
response theory, factor analysis, multilevel modelling, and structural equation modelling. The
items were also reviewed and refined by subject experts, NZQA moderators and NZCER
prior to trialling them. Because of this, Appendices 7, 8 and 9 were accepted as evidence of
the validity of the item bank.
Cut score meetings November 2016
Two cut score meetings took place in November 2016, following the conclusion of the Trial.
The purpose of this meeting was to validate the items for the item bank and to determine the
cut score used by LiNDET to make decisions about outcomes. Discussion at this meeting
confirmed that the target “Item construction process ensures that 100% of the online
assessment items are valid and fit-for-purpose” was met.
Appendix 7 and 8 provide reports on the standard setting processes used by NZCER in
generating the item bank and the learner outcomes.
This evidence confirms that the target of the Pilot: “Item construction process ensures that
100% of the online assessment items are valid and fit-for-purpose” was met.
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Learner outcomes from LiNDET are one of three categories:
•
•
•

Strong evidence for the standard
Borderline evidence for the standard
Weak evidence for the standard.

The outcome for each learner is derived from a numerical score and corresponding
confidence interval for the learner. The position of the confidence interval is compared to the
cut score.
The two standard setting reports demonstrate that the process used for both unit standards
was a careful, informed and systematic process. Subject and assessment experts from the
sector and NZQA contributed to the process.

Further Findings
Evaluation meeting May 2017
Further evidence of the validity of LiNDET came from an NZQA evaluation meeting in May
2017. The tool and the LiNDET reports for a sample of learners were considered at this
meeting.
There were some concerns expressed by the two panels of NZQA moderators that were
involved in the evaluation meeting. Firstly, that there may be conflicts between the intent of
the unit standards and the way the algorithm generated an outcome for both unit standards.
Secondly, the LiNDET report did not always provide sufficient evidence to make it clear what
supplementary evidence was needed when a Borderline outcome was reported.
NZCER and NZQA need to resolve these issues before LiNDET becomes available to all
organisations in the sector.
The issues are:
•
•

•

•
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The assessment algorithm for the numeracy platform needs to be revised so that
more items related to fractions and percentages are administered.
The question descriptors for the literacy report need to be rewritten to match the
evidence requirements of the standard. This will give greater clarity as to what
supplementary evidence is required for an outcome of Borderline.
The literacy report and question descriptors need to be developed so that it is clear
whether the evidence requirement that implicit ideas have been summarised has
been met or not.
The few minor errors in the question descriptors for numeracy identified at the
meeting need to be corrected.
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Conclusions
Overall, there is sufficient indicative evidence from this Pilot to recommend that NZQA
continues with the development of LiNDET.
This was a small Pilot and the evidence is insufficient to draw generalisable conclusions.
However, it is possible to say that the findings from this sample are likely to be indicative of
what might be found from a larger sample of the population.
The evaluation rubric targets for time savings for this sample were met, except in one
instance: a comparison of time taken to collect learner evidence from the LiNDET and
supplementary evidence and naturally occurring evidence. In this instance, there was no
evidence to use to confirm the target had been met or otherwise.
The evaluation rubric targets for the consistency for this sample between LiNDET and
LNAAT were not met. There was insufficient data to provide significant evidence for the
relationship between LiNDET and LNAAT scores.
The evaluation rubric targets for the validity of the assessment items were met.

Recommendations
The proposed steps for further investigation include:
1.

Making the technical changes recommended at the evaluation meeting in May 2017:
• Revise the assessment algorithm for the numeracy platform so that more items for
fractions and percentages are administered.
• Rewrite the question descriptors for the literacy report to match the evidence
requirements of the standard.
• Further develop the literacy report and question descriptors so that it is clear
whether the evidence requirement that implicit ideas have been summarised has
been met or not.
• Correct minor errors in the question descriptors on the numeracy report.

2.

Gathering further data, including demographics for learners, assessors and providers,
so that more definitive and generalisable conclusions can be drawn about the usability
of LiNDET for learners and assessors.

3.

Gathering further data to confirm the ability of LiNDET to contribute to improving
assessor judgements and the extent to which results from LiNDET are consistent with
those from LNAAT.
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Appendix 1: Standard 26623v4
Title

Use number to solve problems

Level

1

Credits

4

Purpose

This is a unit standard to assess aspects of numeracy. People
credited with this unit standard are able to use number to solve
problems. They will be able to add, subtract, multiply, and divide
numbers, using their knowledge of fractions, percentages, decimals,
integers, place value, number facts, and number sequencing. They
will also be able to establish the appropriateness of the solution to
the problem.

Classification

Core Generic > Work and Study Skills

Available grade

Achieved

Explanatory notes
1

For the purposes of this unit standard, numeracy is defined as: being competent,
confident, and able to judge in everyday contexts whether to use mathematics in a
particular situation and if so, what mathematics to use, how to use it, what degree of
accuracy is appropriate, and what the answer means in relation to the context.
Numeracy knowledge and skills are essential for mathematics in everyday family and
financial matters, learning, work and community tasks, social and leisure activities.
Numeracy standards are not the same as mathematics standards.
This unit standard is one of three unit standards for numeracy. The other two are:

• Unit 26627, Use measurement to solve problems
• Unit 26626, Interpret statistical information for a purpose.
2
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Evidence must be gathered using either naturally occurring evidence from real
contexts (refer below to explanatory note 3), and/or the NZQA digital tool (refer below
to explanatory note 4).
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Evidence must align with koru/step 5 of the Make sense of number to solve problems
strand of the Learning Progressions for Adult Numeracy, available at
http://www.literacyandnumeracyforadults.com/.
Items in the NZQA digital tool have been pre-moderated to ensure this alignment.
Calculators, computers or other appropriate technology are permitted for assessment
against this unit standard. The candidate must still ascertain whether or not their
solution is appropriate to the problem. The assessor must be satisfied that the
naturally occurring evidence can be attributed to the candidate.
3

Naturally occurring evidence must be derived from activities within a learning
programme and/or from a candidate’s actual work performance and/or everyday life.
Naturally occurring evidence must not be gathered from one-off assessment events
designed specifically for this purpose. It is important the candidate is made aware that
evidence of competence may be gathered while undertaking their study or work and
that this does not create undue stress for them. Naturally occurring evidence may take
the form of a portfolio where the evidence has been verified. A verifier’s checklist is
acceptable if accompanied by evidence that includes examples from the candidate’s
performance.
Real contexts are part of the candidate’s everyday life and may include their
classroom, their workplace, and other contexts.
Problems must:

• be in a real context for the candidate, (refer definition above)
• require skills at or above koru/step 5 of the Make sense of number to solve
problems strand of the Learning Progressions for Adult Numeracy, available at
http://www.literacyandnumeracyforadults.com/.
Where more than one calculation is required to solve a problem, each calculation
could contribute evidence for this unit standard.
Evidence gathered from:

• a candidate’s classroom may be sourced from different subjects or courses, or from
different topics or aspects of the same course

• a candidate’s workplace may be sourced from an employment focus (i.e. relating to
employment documentation and conditions) or from a job-performance focus (i.e.
regular work tasks)
• other contexts may be sourced from a candidate’s involvement with family, sport,
leisure, or community.
The assessor must be satisfied that the candidate has demonstrated an ongoing
transferable competency against the unit standard as a whole, over a period of at least
one month. Competence can be demonstrated orally, visually, or in a written form.
4

The NZQA digital tool is an online computer adaptive tool. The item bank for the tool
has been psychometrically benchmarked at around step 5 of the TEC Learning
Progressions for Adult Numeracy and against this unit standard. The tool is designed
to ensure that sufficient evidence is gathered to meet all the requirements of the
standard.
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While personal calculators are allowed, for questions that require the use of a
calculator, students may use the on-screen calculator that will be available during the
assessment.
5

Definitions
A problem is a real world question that can be solved using numeracy skills, where the
pathway to the solution is not given.
Effective strategies means that the processes used to solve problems result in a
reasonable solution in a reasonable time-frame.

Outcomes and evidence requirements
Outcome
Use number to solve problems.
Evidence requirements
1.1

Effective strategies are selected and used to solve problems.
Range

across at least three separate activities:
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division must be
demonstrated at least three times each;
integers, percentages, decimals, and fractions (of no greater
complexity than: halves, thirds, quarters, fifths, tenths) must be
demonstrated at least once each.

1.2

Appropriateness of the solution to the problem is established.

Planned review date

31 December 2021

Status information and last date for assessment for superseded versions
Process

Version

Date

Last Date for Assessment

Registration

1

20 August 2010

31 December 2014

Revision

2

15 January 2014

31 December 2019

Rollover

3

21 May 2015

31 December 2019

Review

4

18 May 2017

N/A
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Consent and Moderation Requirements (CMR) reference

0113

This CMR can be accessed at http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/framework/search/index.do.
Please note
Providers must be granted consent to assess against standards (accredited) by NZQA,
before they can report credits from assessment against unit standards or deliver courses of
study leading to that assessment.
Industry Training Organisations must be granted consent to assess against standards by
NZQA before they can register credits from assessment against unit standards.
Providers and Industry Training Organisations, which have been granted consent and which
are assessing against unit standards must engage with the moderation system that applies
to those standards.
Requirements for consent to assess and an outline of the moderation system that applies to
this standard are outlined in the Consent and Moderation Requirements (CMR). The CMR
also includes useful information about special requirements for organisations wishing to
develop education and training programmes, such as minimum qualifications for tutors and
assessors, and special resource requirements.
Comments on this unit standard
Please contact NZQA National Qualifications Services nqs@nzqa.govt.nz if you wish to
suggest changes to the content of this unit standard.
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Appendix 2: Standard 26624v4
Title

Read texts with understanding

Level

1

Credits

3

Purpose

This is a unit standard to assess aspects of literacy in English
language. People credited with this unit standard are able to read
texts with understanding.

Classification

Core Generic > Work and Study Skills

Available grade

Achieved

Explanatory notes
1

For the purposes of this unit standard, literacy is defined as: the written and
spoken/signed language people use in their everyday life, learning and work. It
includes reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Skills in this area are essential for
good communication, active participation, critical thinking and problem solving.
Literacy standards are not the same as English, English Language, or Communication
Skills standards.
This is one of three unit standards for literacy. The other two are:
•
•

2

Unit 26625, Actively participate in spoken interactions
Unit 26622, Write to communicate ideas for a purpose and audience.

Evidence must be gathered using either naturally occurring evidence from a range of
real contexts (refer below to explanatory note 3), and/or the NZQA digital tool (refer
below to explanatory note 4).
Evidence must align with koru/step 4 on the Read with Understanding strand of the
Learning Progressions for Adult Literacy, available at
http://www.literacyandnumeracyforadults.com/. At all times the quality of the texts,
considered as a whole, is more important than length.
Items in theNZQA digital tool have been pre-moderated to ensure this alignment.
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Candidates may use paper or electronic resources to assist their reading, including
dictionaries. However candidates may not have the text read out to them by a person
or any type of technology. The assessor must be satisfied that the evidence can be
attributed to the candidate.
2

Naturally occurring evidence must be derived from activities within a learning
programme and/or from a candidate’s actual work performance and/or everyday life.
Naturally occurring evidence must not be gathered from one-off assessment events
designed specifically for this purpose. It is important the candidate is made aware that
evidence of competence may be gathered while undertaking their study or work and
that this does not create undue stress for them. The assessor must be satisfied that
the naturally occurring evidence can be attributed to the candidate. Naturally occurring
evidence may take the form of a portfolio where the evidence has been verified. A
verifier’s checklist is acceptable if accompanied by evidence that includes examples
from the candidate’s performance.
Real contexts are part of the candidate’s everyday life and may include their
classroom, their workplace, and other contexts.
Evidence gathered from:
•
•

•

a candidate’s classroom may be sourced from different subjects or courses, or
from different topics or aspects of the same course
a candidate’s workplace may be sourced from an employment focus (i.e. relating to
employment documentation and conditions) or from a job-performance focus (i.e.
regular work tasks)
other contexts may be sourced from a candidate’s involvement with family, sport,
leisure, or community.

The assessor must be satisfied that the candidate has demonstrated an ongoing
transferable competency against the unit standard as a whole, over a period of at least
one month. All evidence requirements of the standard must be met for each of at least
three separate reading texts, except that only one needs to contain implicit ideas (refer
Evidence requirement 1.2). Evidence for this unit standard may be presented in any
format, including – written, oral, visual.
For the purposes of this unit standard, texts are written documents (not visual or oral).
The reading texts must be of sufficient length and complexity to provide adequate
evidence of competence. Suitable texts will require learners to use the skills outlined
at koru/step 4 on the Read with Understanding strand of the Learning Progressions for
Adult Literacy, available at http://www.literacyandnumeracyforadults.com/. At all times
the quality of the texts, considered as a whole, is more important than length.
4

The NZQA digital tool is an online computer adaptive tool. The item bank for the tool
has been psychometrically benchmarked around step 4 of the Read with
Understanding strand of TEC Learning Progressions for Adult Literacy and against this
unit standard.
The digital tool is designed to ensure that sufficient evidence is gathered to meet all
the requirements of the standard.

5

Definition
Text type refers to different forms of writing, such as explanations, narration,
instructions, arguments, description, reports.
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Outcomes and evidence requirements
Outcome 1
Read texts with understanding.
Range

at least three texts of at least two different types.

Evidence requirements
1.1

Information relevant to reader’s purpose is located.

1.2

Text is described in terms of its explicit and implicit ideas and/or the writer’s
purpose.

1.3

Text is evaluated in terms of reader’s purpose.
one of – usefulness, interest, validity, credibility.

Range

Planned review date

31 December 2021

Status information and last date for assessment for superseded versions
Process

Version

Date

Last Date for Assessment

Registration

1

20 August 2010

31 December 2014

Revision

2

15 January 2014

31 December 2019

Rollover

3

21 May 2015

31 December 2019

Review

4

18 May 2017

N/A

Consent and Moderation Requirements (CMR) reference

0113

This CMR can be accessed at http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/framework/search/index.do.
Please note
Providers must be granted consent to assess against standards (accredited) by NZQA,
before they can report credits from assessment against unit standards or deliver courses of
study leading to that assessment.
Industry Training Organisations must be granted consent to assess against standards by
NZQA before they can register credits from assessment against unit standards.
Providers and Industry Training Organisations, which have been granted consent and which
are assessing against unit standards must engage with the moderation system that applies
to those standards.
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Requirements for consent to assess and an outline of the moderation system that applies to
this standard are outlined in the Consent and Moderation Requirements (CMR). The CMR
also includes useful information about special requirements for organisations wishing to
develop education and training programmes, such as minimum qualifications for tutors and
assessors, and special resource requirements.
Comments on this unit standard
Please contact NZQA National Qualifications Services nqs@nzqa.govt.nz if you wish to
suggest changes to the content of this unit standard.
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Appendix 3: Literacy and Numeracy Digital
Assessment Evaluation Scope and Benefit
mapping
Scope of Evaluation:
The scope of NZQA Literacy and Numeracy Digital Assessment evaluation would be to
•

•
•

Measure Cost and Time Savings: Due to reduced effort In monitoring Learner’s
progress , removal of the need of Summative assessment and reduction in
administrative effort.
Confirm that the digital assessment is reliable and consistent: By comparing it to
ALNAT score
Confirm on the validity of the digital assessment outcome: By ensuring it meets the
requirements of the standard

Approach to measure Benefit:
The evaluation process should be able to answer the following questions
What:
•
•

This would inform on the High Level objectives of digital assessment which would
also be the scope of evaluation
The measure used to evaluate the benefits. They will be baselined before the
pilot (eg Administrative effort, Learner’s score etc)

How and by Whom:
•
•

•

The mechanism through which the evaluation would be done - It might include
surveys, interviews, SME reviews in cut score meeting etc
Baseline against which the benefit will be realised - This will be recorded before
the pilot is done and would be compared with the outcome when the pilot is
completed.
Who will be doing this measurement

For:
•
•

Evaluation of outcomes – To be done once the pilot is complete in Mid-April
The benefits realised when the outcome is compared against the baseline

The following template could be considered to do the evaluation and record outcomes:
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Literacy and Numeracy Digital Assessment Trials and Pilot Evaluation Rubric
High Level
Objectives

1

Measure

Definition

Source

Reduction in time required in
working with learners to collect
sufficient evidence towards the
standard;

Business case

Reduction in time taken to
make an assessment decision
against the standard

Business case

SMART Benefits

COST & TIME SAVINGS
Teachers’/Tutors’
time reduction

Time taken to collect
sufficient evidence

Time taken to make a
decision

•
•
•
•

Administrative time
for Internal
moderation

Administrative time
for national external
m

Reduction in time involved in
administrative activity
associated with internal
moderation

Reduction in time involved in
administrative activity
associated with national
external moderation

Business case

Business case

75% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time to collect
sufficient evidence using the LiNDET tool in comparison to just using naturally
occurring evidence.
50% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time to collect
sufficient evidence using the LiNDET tool and supplementary evidence in
comparison to just using naturally occurring evidence.
75% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time make
assessment decisions using the LiNDET tool in comparison to just using
naturally occurring evidence.
50% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time to make
assessment decisions using the LiNDET tool and supplementary evidence in
comparison to just using naturally occurring evidence.

•

75% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time in
administrative activity associated with internal moderation using the LiNDET
tool in comparison to just using naturally occurring evidence.

•

50% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time to in
administrative activity associated with internal moderation using the LiNDET
tool and supplementary evidence in comparison to just using naturally
occurring evidence.
75% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time in
administrative activity associated with external moderation using the LiNDET
tool in comparison to just using naturally occurring evidence.

•

•

50% of assessors reported that they took the same or less time to in
administrative activity associated with external moderation using the LiNDET
tool and supplementary evidence in comparison to just using naturally
occurring evidence.

Digital Literacy and Numeracy Assessment Pilot 2016-2017: Evaluation Report

2

3

RELIABILITY AND CONSISTENCY
Assessment score
consistent with
ALNAT score

ALNAT and LiNDET
scale scores
ALNAT Steps and
LiNDET levels

Strong relationship between
ALNAT and LiNDET scale
scores and steps/grades

Business case

Assessor
judgements
consistent with the
standard

Historical agreement
rate (for organisations
participating in pilot) +
Agreement rate in the
pilot (for same
organisations)

The agreement rate for the pilot
is better than the historical
agreement rate (for the same
providers)

Business Case

Valid and fitness-forpurpose assessment
items

Validity and fitness-for-purpose
of the online assessment items

Business case

•
•

•
•

There is a strong relationship between the ALNAT scale and LiNDET scale
scores
There is an 80% agreement rate between learner grades generated by
LiNDET and their most recent ALNAT STEP grade
At least 85% of assessor judgements made using evidence from the LiNDET
and submitted for evaluation purposes during the Pilot are agreed with by
moderators, and
The agreement rate from the Pilot is greater than the historical agreement
rate.

VALIDITY
Construct of online
assessment items
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•

Item construction process ensures that 100% of the online assessment items
are valid and fit-for-purpose

Appendix 4: Evaluation of the trial for unit
standards 26623 and 26624
Introduction
The trial of online assessment of unit standards 26623 and 26624 occurred from 10 -26
October 2016. Roughly half the number of students registered for the trial participated, with:
•

522 learners from 41 organisations (21 tertiary providers, 20 secondary schools)
completing the assessment for standard 26624 (reading);

•

760 learners from 60 organisations (24 tertiary providers, 36 secondary schools)
completing the assessment for standard 26623 (number);

•

53 learners who started, but did not complete the assessment for 26624;

•

227 learners who started, but did not complete the assessment for 26623.

The main purpose of the trial was to enable calibration of the assessment items. Quantitative
and qualitative data was also collected on the user experience (student and teacher/tutor).
This data was collected using survey questions answered via a Likert scale and open
comments. It will be used to inform refinement of the assessment prior to the pilot in 2017.
Survey data
Teacher/Tutor Feedback (n=65)
Question
The assessment was easy for me
to set up and administer
My students were able to easily
access and take the assessment
Students were able to complete the
assessment in around 45 minutes
My overall experience with
administering the assessment was
positive.

Fully
agree
47.69%

Agree
43.08%

Disagree Fully
Disagree
7.69%
1.54%

40.00%

32.31%

24.62%

1.54%

23.08%

44.62%

23.08%

9.23%

32.31%

58.46%

9.23%

0.00%

Overall the teacher/tutor experience was positive. However, the responses to questions
aimed at the student experience indicates some concern with accessibility and length. This
is expanded on in the comments section below.
Main themes from open comments:
•
•
•
•

The red pop-up box that reminds students to answer all the questions obscures the
answers and can’t be collapsed;
The online calculator was a big issue for students;
Organisations familiar with National/Adult Assessment Tool found the assessment
easy to administer;
Some issues with viewing questions and scrolling to see questions;
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•
•
•
•
•

Some comments on the questions being interesting and relevant;
Students wanted to know how far they had progressed and/or had remaining –
suggestion for the inclusion of a progress bar;
Wide variation in time taken for students to complete;
Would like the ability for students to skip questions or return to previous questions;
One comment on authenticity of using tokens.

Student feedback: 26623 (Number)
Question
I found the questions interesting
The instructions and questions
were clear
The design and pictures used
made it easy to read the questions
I had no technical issues with my
device
The web based calculator was
helpful

Totally
agree
12%
23%

Agree
52%
55%

Disagree Totally
disagree
20%
13%
14%
7%

22%

53%

15%

9%

22%

42%

20%

15%

20%

30%

17%

32%

Overall the student experience was positive, notwithstanding the response to the questions
about technical issues and the calculator. This is expanded on in the comments section
below.
One aspect to note is that 33% of the students did not find the assessment items interesting.
It would be useful to explore whether there are any common demographic characteristics to
the disagree or totally disagree response.
Main themes from open comments:
•

•
•
•

The design and function of the online calculator was a big issue for students, with it
either blocking questions, difficult to use (e.g. could not use keyboard to type in
numbers), or would disappear;
Two questions were confusing (weekend sports; 3 pack soap);
Some students found the assessment too long and/or boring;
One cohort appeared to have significant technical issues.

Student feedback 26624 (Reading)
Question
I found the questions interesting
The instructions and questions
were clear
The design and pictures used
made it easy to read the questions
I had no technical issues with my
device
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Totally
agree
13%

Agree

Disagree

58%

20%

Totally
Disagree
9%

20%

59%

15%

6%

20%

56%

17%

6%

32%

43%

13%

10%

Overall the student experience was positive with fewer students reporting technical issues
(23%) than with the numeracy assessment (35%).
The percentage of students who did not find the assessment items interesting is similar
(29%) to the numeracy assessment. Again, it would be interesting to explore whether there
are any common demographic characteristics to the disagree or totally disagree response.
Main themes from open comments:
•
•
•
•

The red pop-up box that reminds students to answer all the questions obscures the
answers and can’t be collapsed;
The assessment is too long and there is too much reading;
Some of the texts are too small and difficult to read, especially on smaller devices;
It would be good to be able to go back and review/answer questions.

Recommendations
The issues raised in the survey appear to require simple fixes, can be addressed through
communication channels, or will be resolved through adjusting the assessment algorithm
and/or using the NZCERMarking website for the pilot.
For example, feedback from students about the assessments being too long and thus boring
is a trial issue. To calibrate the items, students had to answer more questions than they
likely would in the pilot. In the pilot, there is potential for the assessment to stop once it is
statistically proven the students are at the required score on the scale.
Key recommendations from the trial are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify whether there are any demographic factors related to students who did not find
the assessment items interesting;
Allow students to use their own calculator;
Fix minor technical glitches with pop-up boxes and scrolling;
Consider reworking assessments to one item per page;
Consider allowing students to scroll back and review answers;
Review items identified by students as confusing;
Consider including a progress bar, if feasible;
Consider improving authenticity through disabling capability to open new tabs in the
browser.
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Appendix 5: Survey questions
SURVEY QUESTIONS LiNDET
We are interested in your experience of using the Literacy and Numeracy Digital Evidence
Tool (LiNDET) and how this compares with your previous experience of collecting naturally
occurring evidence for unit standards 26623 and 26624.
This survey has 5 sections:
•
•
•
•
•

Section 1 asks about your previous experience of gathering naturally occurring
evidence for the unit standards.
Section 2 asks about your experience where the evidence generated by LiNDET
was Borderline and further evidence was needed.
Section 3 asks about your experience where the evidence generated by LiNDET
was Strong and no further evidence was needed.
Section 4 asks about the reports available from LiNDET and how useful they were.
Section 5 gives you an opportunity to comment on LiNDET overall and to indicate
any interest in providing further feedback.

Section 1 – Previous experience of gathering evidence for the unit standards
Please answer all the questions in this section.
1. In the past, how long have you spent collecting naturally occurring evidence for
learners (average time per learner per standard)?
0 – 15 mins

15 – 45 mins

45 – 90 mins

90 mins or more

2. In the past, what was the time taken by you to make assessment judgements for
learners, after collecting the naturally occurring evidence (average time per learner
per standard)?
0 – 30mins

30mins – 1 hr

1 – 2 hrs

2 hrs or more

3. In the past, how much time have you spent on internal moderation (average time
per standard)?
0 – 1 hr

1 – 2 hrs

2 – 3 hrs

3 hrs or more

4. In the past, how much time have you spent on preparing for external moderation
(average time per standard)?
0 – 15 mins
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15 – 30 mins

30 – 45 mins

45 mins or more

Section 2 – Use of LiNDET supported by further evidence
Answer all the questions in this section only if you had situations where evidence generated
by LiNDET was Borderline and further evidence was needed to make an assessment
decision.
5. How long did you spend collecting evidence for learners using LiNDET (average
time per learner per standard)?
0 – 15 mins

15 – 45 mins

45 – 90 mins

90 mins or more

6. How long did you spend collecting further evidence for learners who used LiNDET
(average time per learner per standard)?
0 – 15 mins

15 – 45 mins

45 – 90 mins

90 mins or more

7. What was the time taken by you to make assessment judgements for learners,
including the decision to include both evidence from LiNDET and further evidence
collected (average time per learner per standard)?
0 – 30mins

30mins – 1 hr

1 – 2 hrs

2 hrs or more

8. How much time did you spend on internal moderation (average time per standard)?
0 – 1 hr

1 – 2 hrs

2 – 3 hrs

3 hrs or more

9. How much time did you spend on preparing for external moderation (average time
per standard)?
0 – 15 mins

15 – 30 mins

30 – 45 mins

45 mins or more

Section 3 – Use of LiNDET alone
Answer all the questions in this section if you had situations where evidence generated by
LiNDET was Strong and no further evidence was needed to make an assessment decision.
10. How long did you spend collecting evidence for learners using LiNDET (average
time per learner per standard)?
0 – 15 mins

15 – 45 mins

45 – 90 mins

90 mins or more

11. What was the time spent by you to make assessment judgements for the standard
using LiNDET (average time per learner per standard)?
0 – 30mins

30mins – 1 hr

1 – 2 hrs

2 hrs or more
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12. How much time did you spend on internal moderation (average time per standard)?
0 – 1 hr

1 – 2 hrs

2 – 3 hrs

3 hrs or more

13. How much time did you spend on preparing for external moderation (average time
per standard)?
0 – 15 mins

15 – 30 mins

30 – 45 mins

45 mins or more

Section 4 – Learner result reporting
Please answer all the questions in this section
14. I found the learner result reports easy to understand.
Strongly agree--------Agree--------Disagree--------Strongly disagree

15. I found the generated reports described my expected achievement level for my
learners.
Strongly agree--------Agree--------Disagree--------Strongly disagree

16. The learner result reports helped me to identify gaps in my learners’ abilities.
Strongly agree--------Agree--------Disagree--------Strongly disagree

17. Overall, the generated reports produced fair outcomes for learner.
Strongly agree--------Agree--------Disagree--------Strongly disagree

18. What do you like about the reports and what changes would you like to see?

19. What do you not like about the reports and what changes would you like to see?

Section 5 – Overall comments
Please answer all the questions in this section
20. Overall, LiNDET was useful in collecting evidence for assessment.
Strongly agree--------Agree--------Disagree--------Strongly disagree

21. Overall, the evidence generated by LiNDET was useful in making valid judgements
towards the standards.
Strongly agree--------Agree--------Disagree--------Strongly disagree

22. What do you like about LiNDET and why?

23. What do you not like about LiNDET and why?
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24. What changes to LiNDET would you like to see and why?

25. Would you be willing to take part in a focus group to discuss your experience of using
LiNDET?
Yes / No
If Yes, please provide your contact details:

26. Would you be willing to take part in a short telephone interview about your
experience of using LiNDET?
Yes / No
If Yes, please provide phone number and email to contact you on:

Thank you very much for your involvement in the Pilot and this survey. It is greatly
appreciated.
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Appendix 6: Historical moderation data from
NZQA
standard 26623 (Numeracy)
Organisation

Type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

SCH
SCH
PTE
PTE
SCH
PTE
SCH
SCH
SCH
SCH
SCH
PTE
SCH
SCH
POLY
PTE
SCH
PTE
PTE
SCH
SCH
PTE
SCH
POLY
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2015
agree
3

0

0

2016

scripts
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
3
0
0

3

0
3

3

0
3

agree
3
3
2
3
2
4
3
4
4
3
4
4
1
3
4
3
0
4
3
4

scripts
4
0
3
3
4
3
4
4
4
4
0
3
4
4
3
3
4
3
3
4
0
3
4
0

standard 26624 (Literacy)
Organisation

Type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

SCH
PTE
PTE
PTE
SCH
SCH
SCH
SCH
SCH
PTE
SCH
SCH
SCH
POLY
PTE
SCH
PTE
SCH
SCH
POLY

2015
agree scripts
0
1
3
1
3
3
3
0
3
4
4
4
0
0
3
3
0
0
0
0
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
0
3
3
4
4

2016
agree scripts
3
3
3
3
3
3
0
0
4
0
4
0
4
4
2
4
0
4
4
0
4
0
4
3
3
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
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Appendix 7: Standard Setting report NZQA
Numeracy v4
NZQA Numeracy Standard 26623: Use number to solve problems
Standard setting results
Introduction
On November 22, NZCER facilitated a standard setting exercise involving the recently
developed digital assessment of Numeracy Standard 26623 — Use Number to Solve
Problems. This short paper describes the exercise and provides a recommended cut score
for the assessment based on the results of the exercise.
The exercise
The exercise involved four judges selected by NZQA. The judges were guided through the
structured programme outlined below.
1. The judges took part in a facilitated discussion about what learners could be expected
to know and do if they were meeting the demands of the standard.
2. The judges were introduced to the new digital assessment and the kinds of evidence
it provided about learners’ abilities to use number to solve problems. The judges took
part in a discussion about the measurement scale that underpins the assessment.
3. The judges were introduced to the four-phase standard setting methodology.
4. In Phase 1 the judges were asked to complete a ‘mock’ assessment made up of 30
items carefully selected to represent the range of items in the assessment item bank.
As part of the process the judges were asked to rate and record the relative difficulty
of each item and to note any reactions they had to the items. The opportunity for judges
to consider the experience from the learners’ perspective was emphasised. The judges
were encouraged to discuss their assessment experiences and reactions with the
other judges.
5. In Phase 2 each judge selected a core group of items. These were selected from the
items they had done, along with about 10 additional items. The judges were asked to
select at least 15 items. The judges were encouraged to use the following criteria when
selecting items.
i.

the item is relevant to the standard

ii.

someone who has done enough to achieve the standard should be able to answer
the item correctly

iii.

it would surprise you if some who had done enough to achieve the standard
answered the item incorrectly.

6. In Phase 3 the judges estimated the minimum number of items in their core set that
they believed was minimally acceptable as evidence that a learner had achieved the
standard. This minimum number of items correct was transformed into a cut-score on
the measurement scale.
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7. In Phase 4 the judges considered the implications of their estimates. This involved
looking at how their estimates compared with the performance of learners who were
involved in the recent trial. The judges discussed their estimates with each other. They
were given the opportunity to review the estimate they had made. The judges were
then asked to submit a final estimate.
The results
The table below shows the final estimates for each judge. The table provides the minimum
number of items the judges expected to be answered correctly in their core set and the scale
score this transforms to on to the measurement scale that underpins the assessment (in
logits).
For the purposes of this exercise and to aid their interpretation, the scales scores have been
transformed to represent the proportion of the items in the assessment bank that we would
expect someone with this score to answer correctly — we have called this a ‘common scale
percentage’ (CSP) score. The CSP score is provided in brackets next to the logit scores.
As can be seen, the judges’ estimates fell within a fairly tight range. The average cut-score
estimate was 2.01 logits (about 83 percent as a CSP score). In the trial, 16 percent of
learners scored at or above this score.
Table 1 Judges’ estimated cut scores

Judge

Raw score on core items

Scale score in logits
(CSP score)

1

15/20

1.96 (82.6%)

2

10/13

2.40 (87.2%)

3

10/15

1.71 (79.6%)

4

12/16

1.95 (82.5%)

Quantifying the uncertainty (error) associated with the cut-score estimate
There are two error components associated with the average of the judges’ cut-score
estimates. The first recognises that the cut-score has been constructed using scores
submitted from a particular group (or sample) of judges. If the exercise was repeated this
group could change and the group average could vary. The error associated with this type of
variance can be estimated by calculating the standard error (se) of the mean and is based
on the variance between the judges’ estimated cut scores.
𝑠𝑒 = 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

𝑠𝑥
√𝑛

The second component of error is associated with the imprecision of the assessment the
judges are working with. In making their cut score decisions they are asked to determine a
score on their core set of items. This score carries with it a component of measurement
error. The aggregated measurement error over all the judges can be calculated using the
following formula.
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𝑠𝑒𝑚 = 𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

1
√∑ 𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑖2
𝑛

The total error estimate can be calculated by combining the two sources of errors. The
formula for this is below.
𝑡𝑐𝑒 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = √ 𝑠𝑒 2 + 𝑠𝑒𝑚2
Table 2 quantifies the error components and the total error associated with the judges’
average cut-score in logits.
Table 2 Error components associated with the judges’ average cut-score estimate

Error type

Estimate

SE

0.1438

SEM

0.3067

Combined error

0.3388

The final recommended cut-score
NZCER recommends using the combined error to define a 95 percent confidence interval
(c.i.) around the judges’ average estimate and then using the lower bound of this range to
define the final cut score. Table 3 shows the judges’ average cut-score estimate along with
the upper and lower bounds of a 95 percent confidence interval around the average
estimate. The table also shows the percentage of learners involved in the calibration trial
who scored at or above each of these scale locations. Figure 1 shows the same information
in a graphical format.
Using the lower bound gives learners the benefit of the uncertainty involving in setting a cut
score.
Table 3 Upper and lower bounds for the cut score

logit

CSP
score

Percentage of the
trial sample
passing line

Upper bound(m + 1.96*tce)

2.67

89.4%

8%

Judges’ average cut-score
estimate (m)

2.01

83.2%

16%

Lower bound (m – 1.96*tce)

1.34

74.5%

26%
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Figure 1 Defining the final cut-score

Upper bound of c.i.
Mean of judges’ cut-scores
Lower bound of c.i.

Final cut
score

Making judgements for individuals against the cut-score
There is also an element of measurement error associated with the scores learners achieve
on the assessment. The error component associated with each learner’s score can be
calculated by the assessment platform. NZCER recommends that the measurement error is
reported along with the learner’s score and that instructions are provided for educators about
how to take the measurement error into account when using the assessment results to
support decisions about learners.
Figure 2 uses black dots to plot the scores for four learners against the measurement scale
constructed for the assessment. The lines extending above and below each dot represent
the measurement error associated with each learner. The distance between the upper and
lower bound for each learner represents a 70 percent confidence interval around the
learner’s scale score. The confidence interval indicates that there is approximately a 70
percent chance that the learner would score in the same interval if they were to repeat the
assessment again.
The red line represents the cut-score NZCER is proposing, recommended in the previous
section.
Figure 2 Comparing learners’ scores with the recommended cut-score

Scal
e




Final cut-score
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An individual, for example learner  in Figure 2, whose ‘score + error’ lies above the red line
would be deemed to be clearly showing evidence of having the knowledge and skills
required by the standard (i.e. achieved).
An individual, for example learner  in Figure 2, whose score and error range lie below the
line would be deemed not to be showing evidence of having the knowledge and skills
required by the standard (i.e. not achieved).
This leaves us with a “borderline area” for those learners who score above or below the cutscore, but whose error straddles the cut-score line – see learners  and  in Figure 2.
The size of errors for individuals will vary a little, depending on the number of questions
completed, and the raw score they have achieved. For individuals who have completed a
normal length assessment, the size of the measurement errors will be moderately
consistent.
Table 4 is based on data from the recent learner trial and shows the regions on the scale
that would have been associated with the three scoring categories described above: clearly
showing evidence (achieved), borderline, not showing evidence (not achieved). The table
indicates that after taking measurement error into account, learners who scored above about
80 percent on the CSP scale would have been categorised as clearly showing evidence;
learners who scored between about 68 and 80 percent on the CSP scale would have been
categorised as ‘borderline’; and learners who scored below 68 percent on the CSP scale
would have been categorised as not showing evidence.
Table 4 Score regions associated with each scoring zone
Logit score

CSP score

Clearly showing
evidence

>= 1.76

>= 80.3%

Borderline

>= 0.92 and < 1.76

>= 67.9% and < 80.3%

Not showing evidence

< 0.92

< 67.9%
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Appendix 8: Standard Setting report NZQA
Literacy v1
NZQA Literacy Standard 26624: Read texts with understanding

Standard setting results
Introduction
On November 23, NZCER facilitated a standard setting exercise involving the recently
developed digital assessment of Literacy Standard 26624 — Read texts with understanding.
This short paper describes the exercise and provides a recommended cut score for the
assessment based on the results of the exercise.
The exercise
The exercise involved three judges selected by NZQA. The judges were guided through the
structured programme outlined below.
1. The judges took part in a facilitated discussion about what learners could be expected
to know and do if they were meeting the demands of the standard.
2. The judges were introduced to the new digital assessment and the kinds of evidence
it provided about learners’ abilities to read with understanding. The judges took part in
a discussion about the measurement scale that underpins the assessment.
3. The judges were introduced to the four-phase standard setting methodology.
4. In Phase 1 the judges were asked to complete a ‘mock’ assessment made up of 30
items carefully selected to represent the range of items in the assessment item bank.
As part of the process the judges were asked to rate and record the relative difficulty
of each item and to note any reactions they had to the items. The opportunity for judges
to consider the experience from the learners’ perspective was emphasised. The judges
were encouraged to discuss their assessment experiences and reactions with the
other judges.
5. In Phase 2 each judge selected a core group of items. These were selected from the
items they had done, along with about 10 additional items. The judges were asked to
select at least 15 items. The judges were encouraged to use the following criteria when
selecting items.
iv.

the item is relevant to the standard

v.

someone who has done enough to achieve the standard should be able to answer
the item correctly

vi.

it would be surprising if some who had done enough to achieve the standard had
answered the item incorrectly.
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6. In Phase 3 the judges estimated the minimum number of items in their core set that
they believed was minimally acceptable as evidence that a learner had achieved the
standard. This minimum number of items correct was transformed into a cut-score on
the measurement scale.
7. In Phase 4 the judges considered the implications of their estimates. This involved
looking at how their estimates compared with the performance of learners who were
involved in the recent trial. The judges discussed their estimates with each other. They
were given the opportunity to review the estimate they had made. The judges were
then asked to submit a final estimate.
The results
The table below shows the final estimates for each judge. The table provides the minimum
number of items the judges expected to be answered correctly in their core set and the scale
score this transforms to on the assessment’s measurement scale (in logits).
For the purposes of this exercise and to aid their interpretation, the scales scores have been
constructed to represent the proportion of the items in the assessment bank that we would
expect someone with this score to answer correctly — we have called this a ‘common scale
percentage’ (CSP) score.
As can be seen, the judges’ estimates fell within a fairly tight range. The average cut-score
estimate was 0.77 logits (about 67 percent as a CSP score). In the trial, 21 percent of
learners scored at or above this score. The CSP score is provided in brackets next to the
logit scores.
Table 1 Judges’ estimated cut scores

Judge

Raw score on core items

Scale score in logits
(CSP score)

1

20/26

0.91 (69.7%)

2

16/26

0.47 (60.5%)

3

19/26

0.94 (70.3%)

Quantifying the uncertainty (error) associated with the cut-score estimate
There are two error components associated with the average of the judges’ cut-score
estimates. The first recognises that the cut-score has been constructed using scores
submitted from a particular group (or sample) of judges. If the exercise was repeated this
group could change and the group average could vary. The error associated with this type of
variance can be estimated by calculating the standard error (se) of the mean and is based
on the variance between the judges’ estimated cut scores.
𝑠𝑒 = 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =
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𝑠𝑥
√𝑛

The second component of error is associated with the imprecision of the assessment the
judges are working with. In making their cut score decisions they are asked to determine a
score on their core set of items. This score carries with it a component of measurement
error. The aggregated measurement error over all the judges can be calculated using the
following formula.
𝑠𝑒𝑚 = 𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

1
√∑ 𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑖2
𝑛

The total error estimate can be calculated by combining the two sources of errors. The
formula for this is below.
𝑡𝑐𝑒 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = √ 𝑠𝑒 2 + 𝑠𝑒𝑚2
Table 2 quantifies the error components and the total error associated with the judges’
average cut-score.
Table 2 Error components associated with the judges’ average cut-score estimate

Error type

Estimate

SE

0.1528

SEM

0.2634

Combined error

0.3045

The final recommended cut-score
NZCER recommends using the combined error to define a 95 percent confidence interval
(c.i.) around the judges’ average estimate and then using the lower bound of this range to
define the final cut score. Table 3 shows the judges’ average cut-score estimate along with
the upper and lower bounds of a 95 percent confidence interval around the average
estimate. The table also shows the percentage of learners involved in the calibration trial
who scored at or above each of these scale locations. Figure 1 shows the same information
in a graphical format.
Using the lower bound gives learners the benefit of the uncertainty involving in setting a cut
score.
Table 3 Upper and lower bounds for the cut score

logit

CSP score

Percentage of
the trial sample
passing line

Upper bound(m + tce)

1.37

77.9%

10%

Judges’ average cutscore estimate (m)

0.77

67.0%

21%

Lower bound (m –
tce)

0.17

54.0%

41%
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Figure 1 Defining the final cut-score

Upper bound of c.i.
Mean of judges’ cut-scores
Lower bound of c.i.

Making judgements for individuals against the cut-score
There is also an element of measurement error associated with the scores learners achieve
on the assessment. This is called the standard error of measurement and can be reported by
the assessment platform. NZCER recommends that the measurement error is reported
along with the learner’s score and that instructions are provided for educators about how to
take the measurement error into account when using the assessment results to support
decisions about learners.
Figure 2 uses black dots to plot the scores for three learners against the measurement scale
constructed for the assessment. The lines extending above and below each black dot
represent the measurement error associated with each learner. The distance between the
upper and lower bound for each learner represents a 70 percent confidence interval around
the learner’s scale score. The confidence interval indicates that there is approximately a 70
percent chance that the learner would score in the same interval if they were to repeat the
assessment again.
The red line represents the lower bound of this confidence interval and is the recommended
cut-score NZCER is proposing.
The red line represents the cut-score NZCER is proposing, recommended in the previous
section.
Figure 2 Comparing learners’ scores with the recommended cut-score

Scal
e




Final cut-score
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An individual, for example learner  in Figure 2, whose ‘score + error’ lies above the red line
would be deemed to be clearly showing evidence of having the knowledge and skills
required by the standard (i.e. achieved).
An individual, for example learner  in Figure 2, whose score and error range lie below the
line would be deemed not to be showing evidence of having the knowledge and skills
to meet the standard (i.e. not achieved).
This leaves us with a “borderline area” for those learners who score above or below the cutscore, but whose error straddles the cut-score line – see learners  and  in Figure 2.
The size of errors for individuals will vary a little, depending on the number of questions
completed, and the raw score they have achieved. For individuals who have completed a
normal length assessment, the size of the measurement errors will be moderately
consistent.
Table 4 is based on data from the recent learner trial and shows the regions on the scale
that would have been associated with the three scoring categories described above: clearly
showing evidence (achieved), borderline, not showing evidence (not achieved). The table
indicates that after taking measurement error into account, learners who scored above about
63 percent on the CSP scale would have been categorised as clearly showing evidence;
learners who scored between about 44 and 63 percent on the CSP scale would have been
categorised as ‘borderline’; and learners who scored below 44 percent on the CSP scale
would have been categorised as not showing evidence.
Table 4 Score regions associated with each scoring zone
Logit score

CSP score

Clearly showing
evidence

>= 0.59

>= 63.3%

Borderline

>= -0.25 and < 0.59

>= 44.4% and < 63.3%

Not showing evidence

< -0.25

< 44.4%
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Appendix 9: Psychometric analysis of the
LiNDET pilot data
NZCER carried out an analysis of the numeracy and literacy data collected during the term 1
pilot of the LiNDET tool. A Rasch Measurement scale for each assessment was constructed
using the WINSTEPS software. A fit analysis, involving both statistical and graphical fit
indicators was used to check that items were fitting the Rasch measurement models within
required tolerances. Overall, both sets of items showed strong fit to the model. This indicates
that each set of items can be regarded as indicating achievement on a single underlying
construct that can be described in terms of a developmental continuum and measured on an
interval scale.
Reliability coefficients related to the learners’ scores on each of the measurement scales
were also calculated using the WINSTEPS software. For literacy the reliability coefficient
was 0.88. For numeracy it was 0.92. Both of these are very satisfactory and indicate that the
assessments produce reliable estimates of where learners are located on the scales.
The tables below provide summary statistics from the calibration exercises for literacy and
numeracy.
Literacy
SUMMARY OF 805 MEASURED PERSONS
MODEL
COUNT
MEASURE
INFIT
S.E.
MNSQ
MEAN
17.0
30.3
0.22
0.42
1.00
P.SD
5.4
1.7
1.16
0.05
0.14
S.SD
5.4
1.7
1.16
0.05
0.14
MAX
31.0
33.0
3.95
1.02
1.43
MIN
3.0
20.0
-2.44
0.37
0.65
REAL RMSE 0.44
TRUE SD 1.07
SEPARATION 2.45
MODEL RMSE 0.42
TRUE SD 1.08
SEPARATION 2.53
S.E. OF PERSON MEAN = 0.04
PERSON RAW SCORE-TO-MEASURE CORRELATION = 0.98
TOTAL
SCORE

OUTFIT
ZSTD
MNSQ
ZSTD
0.0
1.00
0.0
0.9
0.23
0.9
0.9
0.23
0.9
3.0
2.34
3.1
-2.8
0.47
-2.7
PERSON RELIABILITY 0.86
PERSON RELIABILITY O.86

SUMMARY OF 103 MEASURED ITEMS
MODEL
COUNT
MEASURE
INFIT
OUTFIT
S.E.
MNSQ
ZSTD
MNSQ
ZSTD
MEAN
132.5
236.9
0.00
0.17
0.99
-0.2
0.99
0.0
P.SD
94.9
157.6
0.92
0.05
0.09
1.6
0.15
1.7
S.SD
95.3
158.3
0.92
0.05
0.09
1.6
0.15
1.7
MAX
458.0
655.0
2.56
0.36
1.21
5.6
1.48
6.0
MIN
25.0
72.0
-2.03
0.09
0.79
-5.4
0.57
-4.6
REAL RMSE 0.18
TRUE SD 0.90
SEPARATION 4.95
PERSON RELIABILITY 0.96
MODEL RMSE 0.18
TRUE SD 0.90
SEPARATION 5.02
PERSON RELIABILITY O.96
S.E. OF PERSON MEAN = 0.09
TOTAL
SCORE
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Numeracy
SUMMARY OF 1176 MEASURED (EXTREME AND NON-EXTREME) PERSONS
TOTAL
MODEL
COUNT
MEASURE
INFIT
OUTFIT
SCORE
S.E.
MNSQ
ZSTD
MNSQ
ZSTD
MEAN
16.9
29.7
0.35
0.46
P.SD
5.9
2.0
1.72
0.12
S.SD
5.9
2.0
1.72
0.12
MAX
30.0
31.0
6.22
1.85
MIN
0.0
15.0
-5.87
0.38
REAL RMSE 0.49
TRUE SD 1.65
SEPARATION 3.36
PERSON RELIABILITY 0.92
MODEL RMSE 0.47
TRUE SD 1.65
SEPARATION 3.48
PERSON RELIABILITY O.92
S.E. OF PERSON MEAN = 0.05
PERSON RAW SCORE-TO-MEASURE CORRELATION = 0.97

SUMMARY OF 118 MEASURED (NON-EXTREME) ITEMS
MODEL
COUNT
MEASURE
INFIT
OUTFIT
S.E.
MNSQ
ZSTD
MNSQ
ZSTD
168.7
295.9
0.00
0.15
0.98
-0.2
1.00
0.0
MEAN
95.2
118.3
1.28
0.06
0.10
1.7
0.24
1.8
P.SD
95.6
118.8
1.29
0.06
0.10
1.8
0.24
1.8
S.SD
431.0
652.0
3.14
0.53
1.43
7.9
2.60
7.2
MAX
4.0
91.0
-3.27
0.09
0.79
-3.6
0.65
-3.2
MIN
REAL RMSE 0.17
TRUE SD 1.27
SEPARATION 7.66
PERSON RELIABILITY 0.98
MODEL RMSE 0.16
TRUE SD 1.27
SEPARATION 7.75
PERSON RELIABILITY O.98
S.E. OF PERSON MEAN = 0.12
TOTAL
SCORE
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